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Overhead 2 Beyond Worksheets

GOAL OF THE
WORKSHOP:

To improve the quality
of Chapter 1 instruction
by sharing information
about educational
activities that go beyond
worksheets.

0
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers
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Overhead 3 Beyond Worksheets

"Until recently, a conventional
wisdom about effective practice
in (Chapter 1) settings has
emphasized the remediation of
learners' deficits, a curriculum
broken down into discrete skills,
teacher-directed instruction, a
uniform approach to classroom
management, and the grouping
of students by ability."

from:
Better Schooling for the Children of Poverty:

Alternatives to Conventional Wisdom
U.S. Department of Education Office of Planning, Budget and

Evaluation, January 1990

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers
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Overhead 4 Beyond Worksheets

Alternatives to
Conventional Conventional
Wisdom Wisdom

An emphasis on
learners' deficits

An emphasis on the
knowledge students
do bring to school

Explicit teaching of
how to function in
the "culture" of the
school

from:
Better Schooling for the Children of Poverty:

Alternatives to Conventional Wisdom
U.S. Department of Education Office of Planning, Budget and Evaluation, January

1990

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers
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Overhead 5 Beyond Worksheets

Conventional
Wisdom

Discrete skills

Alternatives to
Conventional
Wisdom

Early emphasis on
" higher order" tasks

Extensive
opportunities to
learn and apply
skills in context

An emphasis on
meaning and
understanding in all
academic instruction

from:
Better Schooling for the Ch;ldren of Poverty:

Alternatives to Conventional Wisdom
U.S. Department of Education Office of Planning, Budget and Evaluation, January

1990

Northwest Regional Educational Lthoratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers
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Overhead 6

Conventional
Wisdom

Teacher-directed
instruction

Uniform classroom
management

Long-term grouping
of students by
achievement or
ability

Beyond Worksheets

Alternatives to
Conventional
Wisdom

Teacher-directed
and learner-directed
instruction

Variation in
classroom
management
approaches

Grouping
arrangements that
mix ability levels

More flexibility in
grouping
arrangements

from:
Better Schooling for the Children of Poverty:

Alternatives io Conventional Wisdom
U.S. Department of Education Office of Planning, Budget and Evaluation, January

1990

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers
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Overhead 7 Beyond Worksheets

EXTENT OF
WORKSHEET USE

300-400 hours per year in
language arts classes

Approximately 1,000
workbook pages and skill

sheets per year

0

30-60 % of the time
allocated to reading

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Tezhnical Assistance Centers
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Ovezhead 8 Beyond Worksheets

II ...emphasis on seat
time as opposed to
competency,...is one of
the things that push
at-risk students out of
school."

(from Good lad's A
Place Called School)

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers
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Overhead 9 Beyond Worksheets

Limitations of
worksheets:

Chapter 1 seatwork less
stimulating
Chapter 1 worksheets
unrelated to regular class
lesson
Passive learning style
encouraged
No divergent questions that
develop higher order
thinking skills.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers
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HOW CAN A TEACHER
MOVE BEYOND
WORKSHEETS?

STUDENTS
WORKING
TOGETHER

Cooperative
Learning

Reciprocal Teaching

Peer Tutoring

PROJECTS THAT
LAST MORE
THAN ONE
PERIOD

Extended Projects

Theme-based
instruction

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers



Overhead 11 Beyond Workshezts

ADVANTAGES OF COOPERATIVE
GROUPWORK

HIGHER ACHIEVEMENT LEVELS

MORE OPPORTUNITIES FOR
SOCIAL AND RACIAL INTEGRATION

MORE SUPPORTIVE L EARNING
ENVIRONMENT

MORE ACCEPTANCE OF
ACADEMICALLY HANDICAPPED
STUDENTS

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers



Overhead 12 Beyond Worksheets

OUTCOMES OF COOPERATIVE

GROUPWORK

HIGHER LEVELS OF :

TIME ON TASK

SELF-ESTEEM

COOPERATION

INDEPENDENCE

PROBLEM-SOLVING BEHAVIOR

CONTENT RETENTION

ATTENDANCE

SELF-DIRECTION

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers
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EXAMPLE 1: Student Team Learning
(Slavin)

Assign students to mixed groups of five.

After lesson, students complete the assignment
as a group.

Students discussing lesson in a group, quiz each
other in pairs.

Each student tested individually.

Each student's contribution to the team
scoreimprovement over past average.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers



Overhead 14 Beyond Worksheets

EXAMPLE 2: Jigsaw

Heterogeneous teams of three to five students

Teacher presents a lesson.

Students read a chapter or a unit.

Each student is designated as an "expert" on one
aspect of the lesson.

Experts in each area meet in "expert groups",
discuss their part of the topic in depth.

Experts return to their teams, taking turns
explaining their area of expertise to their
team members.

Individual scores are based on quiz on all
aspects of lesson.

Team scores are based on Lndividual
improvement over their past average.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers

1 5



Overhead 15 Beyond Worksheets

EXAMPLE 3: Pairing

Students are put into pairs.

Students take turns reading to each other,
predicting story endings,
summarizing stories,
responding to questions made up by their
partners;
practicing spelling, reading and vocabulary.

Students can work in pairs for writing
assignments, writing drafts, revising and
editing each other's work and publishing
team books.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers
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Overhead 16 Beyond Worksheets

EXAMPLE 4: Team-Assisted
Individualization

Students take a placement test to determine
level.

Worksheets provided for every level

Students work at their own pace. Teamniates
check each other's work using answer
sheets.

Final test for each unit is scored by a student
monitor.

Each student contributes to the team score by
number of units mastered each week

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers

1
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EXAMPLE 5: Teams-Games-Tournaments

The teacher delivers instruction to the class as
usual.

Students divided into mixed-ability teams.

Students with similar levels of past performance
represent their teams in a weekly
tournament.

Tournament is composed of a series of games.

At each game, three students with similar levels
of past performance, each from different
teams, compete, using a list of questions
based on the academic material they have
studied.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers

:
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Overhead 18 Beyond Woiksheets

SOCIAL SKILLS REQUIRED FOR
COOPERATIVE GROUPWORK

TASK SKILLS

Agenda management

Giving and receiving ideas

SOCIAL OR MAINTENANCE SKILLS

Encouraging and appreciating

Guiding group process

(Kagan, 1989)

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers



DETERLINE'S SYSTEM APPROACH
TUTORING FLOWCHART

SELECT STUDENTS
FOR

TUTOR TRAINING
TRAIN TUTORS

No

NI/
SCHEDULE
TUTORING

SESSIONS
<-71;

TUTORIN1
SESSTONS

STUDENT i"
PASSES -7

POSTTEST ?

STUDEN7S
TESTED

STUDENT
PASSES
TEST?

BEGIN
NEW

SESSION

(Adapted from Eh ly, Stewart, 1977
Peer Tutorial Models)

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers
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RECIPROCAL TEACHING
STRATEGIES

Summarizing

Generating questions

Predicting

Clarifying

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centers
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WEBBING EXAMPLE

c
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Presenter's Guide

This workshop is designed for Chapter 1 compensatory education teachers,
administrators and staff. It was developed by the Regions 6 and 7 Rural
Technical Assistance Centers at Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory.

The following elements are included in the workshop package:
Presenter's Guide
Transparency Set
Handout set
Annotated bibliography

This presenter's guide provides a text that can be used as a framework for all the
workshop materials. It includes cues for using the transparencies and handouts.
It also su3gests prompts for the participant activities.

Approximate workshop presentation time is one hour and forty-five minutes.

A list of transparencies and handouts for participants is included at the end of this guide.

Overhead 1, Handout 1: Title transparency

Introduce yourself and try to get a sense of the participants' level of interest in alternative
instnictional practices. Poll the room informally, asking for a show of hands to
indicate the roles participants play (teacher, paraprofessional, administrator) the
length of time they have been involved in compensatory education programs and
the extent to which they've used worksheets. Use the terms "skillsheets" and
"seatwork" as prompts if you sense that they are not familiar with the term
"worksheet".

"Can I have a show of hands, how many of you would say that you use
worksheets occassionally? How many would say that you use worksheets fairly often?
And how many would say that you use worksheets a lot?"

Overhead 2, Handout 2: Goal of the workshop

"The overall goal of this workshop is to improve the quality of Chapter 1
instruction by sharing information about educational activities that go beyond
worksheets. We will do this by exploring instnictional practices that can be used in place
of worksheets in the context of Chapter 1 instruction."



Beyond Worksheets Presenter' s Guide

"Let's start by talking about the traditional approach to compensatory education."

. Overhead 3, Handout 3: Conventional Wisdom ("Until recently...")

"The traditional view of compensatory education emphasized breaking down
instructional material into discrete, simple skills. These skills art then taught through
repetitive drill. Other features of the traditional view of comensatory education are tho
strict long-term grouping of students by ability level and complete reliance on teacher-
directed instruction."

"The use of worksheets falls neatly into this view of compensatory education.
Worksheets are designed to allow for repetitive drill of fact recall and other discrete
skills. They allow for a classroom management system controlled by the teacher and
they give students something to do, freeing the teacher to work with other groups of
students or attend to other tasks."

Overhead 4, Handout 4: Conventional Wisdom ( Emphasis on learners' deficits)

"We have become aware that there is another way of looking at compensatory
education, and the needs of disadvantaged learners. While the conventional wisdom
emphasizes the learner's deficits and shortcomings, we know that even the most
disadvantaged learners bring a wealth of knowledge and experience with them to schooL
In some cases it is knowledge and experience that is so different from ours that we have
trouble fitting it into our educational framework."

"We have also come to understand that there are cultural issues that come into
play when we work with disadvantaged learners. There are many norms and rules that
we may take for granted that may be new for students who come from a different
background. For some of these students, explic:t instnictions about how to function
within the school's culture is needed. They have to be told what is expected in a way
they can understand. For example, we may expect students to know that they'll need an
organized notebook, while that may be something completely new to them. You have to
tell them some things that you may take for granted: When we read, we read quietly,
when someone else talks, we listen."

Overhead 5, Handout 4: Conventional Wisdom (Discrete skills)

"We're finding that constant repetitive drill is not always the best way to teach
some skills. We're finding that you can get higher achjevement results by drilling in
basic skills, but have no impact on using these basics in application, in higher order skills
(reasoning, analysis, problem solving, interpretation and decision-maldng.) This
suggests a need to address these higher-order skills earlier, to give students a chance to
apply what they learn in a real-world context, and to make sure that students understand
the meaning of what they are learning."

Overhead 6, Handout 5: Conventional Wisdom (Teacher-directed instruction)

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 2 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory



.Beyond Worksheets Presenter' s Guide

"Similarly,, we have seen a need for some variation and balance between teacher
directed and learner-directed instruction, changing classroom routines for different ldnds
of work, and flexibility in grouping arrangements: at times mixing students of different
ability levels and changing ability groupings with more flexibility."

"Worksheets are helpful as a way to give students an opportunity for independent
practice of a new skill. After a lesson is delivered by the teacher to the whole class, using
a worksheet as a way to get students to consolidate that new skill makes sense."

"The problems come up when worKsheets are used too much, or used for the
wrong reasons. Worksheets are sometimes used a s a way to keep the student occupied.
There are times when worksheets are given to students in DiAr& f direct instruction."

Overhead 7: Extent of worksheet use; Handout 6: Facts about worksheets

"How widely are worksheets used? We already saw from the show of hands that
the use of worksheets is pretty extensive, at least in our experience. Worksheets can
account for up to 400 hours of class thne per year in language arts, in primary grades.
About one thousand worksheets a year is one estimate of the volume of seatwork done by
students, and this can take up to 60% of the allocated class time for reading."

"Given the sheer amount of time devoted to seatwork activities, we have to ask
the question: Is this a gom.,...ie of that instructional time? What is the effect of the
extensive reliance of seatwork on achievement? There is some evidence that seatwork is
not strongly correlated to increased achievement in reading."

Overhead 8: Goodlad quote

"Is there any relationship between extensive use of seatwork and student
motivation? Goodlad, in the book A Place Called School, stated that "The emphasis on
seat time as opposed to competence, which forces students to perform certain functions
rather than achieve results is one of the thhigs that push at-risk students out of school."

Overhead 9: limitations of worksheets

"How is the issue of seatwork use related to Chapter 1 instruction? One argument
is that disadvantaged learners, since they have more ground to cover, need better
instruction, and that more drilling, more circle-the-word exercises only slow students
down and turn them off. They teach students that school work is boring. Chapter 1
students typically receive less stimulating, less interesting seatwork assignments.
Students develop strategies for filling out the worksheets that result in correct answers,
but require no understanding of the lesson. The workbook activities in Chapter I may be
completely unrelated to the lesson going on in the regular class."

Handout 7: article: Succegful Student Practice During Seatwork, Helmke and
Schrader, 1988

Handout 8: article: Estimating the Cost of Seahvork, Jachym, Allington and Brolkou,
1989

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 3 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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Beyond Worksheets Presenter's Guide

"You have in your packets two articles which I'd like to call to your attention.
They are "Successful Student Practice During Seatwork", by Helmke and Schrader, and
"Estimating the Cost of Seatwork" by Jachym, Allington and Broikou. The Helmke and
Schrader article discusses the need for the teacher to prepare students for seatwork
assignments and the students' need for monitoring while they are engaged in seatwork."

"The other article, "Estimating the Cost of Seatwork," discusses the hidden costs
of seatwork. While many teachers look at worksheets as a low-cost instnictional activity,
once costs of paper, copying equipment and staff time for duplicating are taken into
account, the costs can be surprisingly high."

"We know that there are problems associated with the overuse and the misuse of
seatwork. Our purpose here today is to explore some of the alternatives to seatwork."

Overhead 10, Handout 9: "How can a teacher..."

"The alternatives I want to talk about today fall into two categories: having
students work in groups and using assignments that extend beyond one class period.
Both of these approaches can help you make links to the student's regular program."

"There are several different ways teachers can have students work in groups. We
are going to ask for you to share some of your successful and unsuccessful experiences
with students working in groups. We will also focus on cooperative groupwork,
reciprocal teaching and peer tutoring."

"Another area we will explore is the idea of using projects that extend beyond one
class period. Again, we will be working with ideas that you may have used in the past, in
addition to using folders for class work, week-long instructional units, and using unifying
themes for a wide array of instructional activities."

"The first alternative we are going to look at is cooperative groupwork."

Overhead 11, Handout 10: Advantages of cooperative groupwork

"What are some of the advantages of having students work in cooperative groups?
The advantages fall into two categories: effects on achievement, and social benefits."

"Most studies which compare cooperative learning with traditional classrooms
show higher achievement levels for students in the cooperative learning groups. Not only
does it help low-achieving students, but high-achieving students as well. One
explanation for this is that the experience of explaining material to members of their
groups helps higher achieving students consolidate their own knowledge and skills."

"Cooperative learning can be helpful in developing a school environment in
which students support each other to do well in school. If you are on a cooperative team
and your team score depends on how well another student does on a quiz, it is in your
own best interest to see that the other student does all of her homework, shows up in
class, pays attention to the teacher. Contrast this with the traditional competitive
classniom model, in which the worse another student does, the better you do by
comparison."

. Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 4 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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Beyond Worksheets Presenter' s Guide

"One big problem with compensatory education programs is that they tend to be
more socially and racially segregated than regular classes. The cooperative learning
model offers a context for students of different races and social classes to interact as
equals. Studies by Robert Slavin report an increase in interracial friendships in schools
where cooperative education is used, and the extension of these friendships beyond the
classroom."

Overhead 12: Outcomes of Cooperative Groupwork

"Slavin's research also indicated that there are some affective benefits associated
with cooperative learning. He reports that students feel more successful, feel more lila.:
by other students, like school more, have fewer contacts with police, and develop higher
levels of self esteem when these methods are used."

"I'm sure that some of you have had experience using cooperative groups, or
other kinds of groupwork, in the classroom. What I'd like to do now is have you break
up into groups of three and follow the instructions on the sheet labelled Group Activity
1. II

Handout 11 Group activity 1

This activity is designed to allow participants to share information about
cooperative groupwork while modelling the format used in some
cooperative group situations. Each participant chooses one cooperative
groupwork method they have used and describes it on the sheet provided.
In each group, one participant takes the role of recorder, making a record
of the activities described. Another is designated as the time keeper,
making sure each person has an equal amount of time to describe their
practice. The third participant acts as a reporter, with the responsibility
for informing the entire group of the activities described when the whole
audience reconvenes.

Presenter facilitates a discussion of thu instructional activities described by the
participants, asking reporters from each group to describe the practices
discussed. The five examples provided below can be omitted from the
presentation if the examples generated in the gioup activity are sufficient
to illustrate a variety of applications of the principles of cooperative
learning to the Chapter 1 setting. In this case, the presenter should refer to
Handouts 12 through 16 for the participants future reference.

"There are a number of ways to use cooperative groupwork. Let's talk about
methods that can be used in Chapter 1 settings. The first example I'd like to talk about
could be used in an in-class setting for reading instruction."

Overhead 13: Student Team Learning, Handout 12: Cooperative Groupwork,
Examples 1 and 11

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 5 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory



Beyond Worksheets Preseme s Guide

"In this example, students are divided into groups of five, each group having
students of high, moderate and low achievement."

"After a teacher-directed lesson, students complete the assignment as a group.
They use whatever means they can agree upon to master the material: discussing it in a
group, quizzing each other in pairs, and so on."

"At the end of the unit, each student is tested individually on the material. Each
student's contribution to the team score is are based on how much they exceeded their
past quiz average."

"The second example suggests ways cooperative groupwork can be applied to a
subject area when there is some room for interpretation of the material, as in social
studies or reading."

Overhead 14, Jigsaw

Handout 12: Cooperative Groupwork, Example I and II

"You may already be familiar with this form of Jigsaw group activity. Teams of
three to five students are formed, each team including students of varying ability. The
teacher presents a lesson, following which all students are given a chapter or a unit to
read."

"Each student is designated as an "expert" on one aspect of the lesson. Experts in
each area from all teams meet in "expert groups" to discuss their part of the topic in depth
using worksheets that relate to that aspect of the reading. Students return to their teams,
taking turns explaining their area of expertise to their team members. Individual scores
are based on a quiz on all aspects of the lesson; team scores are based on individual
improvement over their past average."

Overhead 15: Pairing

Horalout 13: Cooperative Groupwork, Example III, IV and V

"In our third example, students in each pair take turns reading to each other,
predicting story endings, summarizing stories, responding to questions made up by their
partners, practicing spelling, reading, and vocabulary."

"Students can work in pairs for writing assignments, writing drafts, revising and
editing each other's work and publishing team books."

Overhead 16: Team-assisted individualization

Handout 13: Cooperative Groupwork, Example III, IV and V

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 6 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory



Beyond Worksheets Presenter' s Guide

"There are methods of cooperative learning that can be applied to mathematics
instruction, too. The Team Assisted Individualization approach requires either the use of
pre-packaged materials or extensive preparation on the part of the teacher. Students take
a placement test that determines their level. Worksheets are provided for every level and
students work at their own pace."

"Teammates check each other's work using answer sheets. The final test for each
unit is scored by a student monitor. Each student contributes to the team score by the
number of units mastered each week."

"This method is suited to mathematics, since many concepts depend on an
understanding of earlier ones. It allows students to proceed at their own pace, avoiding
boredom. With students performing the functions of managing materials and checking
work, the teacher is free to work with individual students or small groups. This model
can also be used in an in-class setting."

Overhead 17: Teams-Games-Tournaments

Handout 13: Cooperative Groupwork, Example III, IV and V

"Our final example illustrates cooperative learning in an in-class setting for
mathematics instruction. The teacher delivers instruction to the class as usual. Teams
are composed of students of varying ability. Every week, a tournament is held. The
tournament is composed of a series of games. At each game, three students with similar
levels of past performance, each from different teams, compete, using a list of questions
based on the academic material they have studied. This model allows students to move
from one achievement level to another, based on their performance in the tournament."

"Each of the examples we've covered can be applied to Chapter 1 instruction, in
either pull-out or in-class settings. To apply the first example to an in-class setting, the
Chapter 1 teacher or educational assistant would help groups to which Chapter 1 students
are assigned, paying particular attention to the needs of these students in the cooperative
group."

"It is important to realize that cooperative learning methods are not a magic
solution to all classroom problems. You cannot put students into groups, stand back and
expect immediate results. Some teachers have reported disastrous results when they've
attempted to use cooperative methods. In some cases, cooperative frameworks are
introduced without any preparatory groundwork, and the results are so discouraging that
the teacher assumes that "cooperative learning cannot work with my class."

"It makes sense that both students and teachers need some time and training to get
used to cooperative methods. For years they've been rewarded for competing with each
other- to be first with the right answer, to get higher grades than the other students.
Suddenly they're asked to help the competition. Can they trust each other? Can they
tnat the teacher? Is the teacher still looldng for that high-achieving student that can
"beat" the competition? It's no wonder cooperative methods fail when the students are
not adequately prepared tz, use them."

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 7 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory



Beyond Worksheets Presenter' s Guide

"How can teachers prepare students to work in cooperative groups? Let's
consider the skills students need to work together."

Overhead 18: Social skills required for cooperative groupwork

Handout 14: Social skills required for cooperative groupwork

(Presenter should refer to this list, pick a few examples of the necessary social
skills, and illustrate their need and how they might be taught. Do not read
the entity list.)

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 8 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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Beyond Worksheets Presenter's Guide

TASK SKILLS

1. Agenda management
Setting an agenda
Sticking to an agenda
Managing time
Revising an agenda
Summarizing progress

2. Giving and receiving ideas
Setting an open atmosphere
Brainstorming
Forming a wish list
Communications skills
Active listening / Paraphrasing
Relating to ideas, reactions of others
Asking for clarification
Maintaining eye contact
Conflict resolution
Checking for consensus
Seeking basics for lack of consensus
Expressing disagreement constructively
Polite, proactive disagreement
Seeking the higher level synthesis
Building on the best ideas
Evaluation of ideas
Analysis and synthesis

SOCIAL OR MAINTENANCE SKILLS

3. Encouraging and appreciating
Seeking participation by all
Processing feelings and attitudes
Appreciating individual differences

4. Guiding group process
Checking (for understanding, agreement, disagreement, participation)
Creating and assigning group roles and responsibilities ( agenda keeper,
secretary, appreciator, checkor)

(Kagan, 1989)

"This list is from a book by Spencer Kagan called Cooperative Learning:
Resources for Teachers."

III(Discuss some of the listed skills.)

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 9 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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Beyond Worksheets Presenter's Guide

"As you can see, the process of working cooperatively requires a number of skills,
many of which will be new to students in this context. The point is that we can't expect
students who have never used these skills in a classroom context to suddenly be able to
do so. To use cooperative methods successfully, a teacher must explain these skills to
students, model them in their own behavior, and give the students opportunities to
rehearse these skills. One idea you might want to use for your first cooperative activity is
trainhig in cooperative group skills."

"When using a cooperative groupwork approach in Chapter 1 classes, it is
important to remember that the purpose of Chapter 1 is not to supplant, or replace the
regular education program, but to supplement it. Chapter 1 funds must be used to
provide services to Chapter 1 students. This can be done either directly or indirectly. In
our first example, we noted that the Chapter 1 teacher could take over the functions of the
regular class teacher, freeing the regular teacher to work with the Chapter 1 students."

"Another way of getting students to work together is peer tutoring."

"Peer tutoring is a process in which students work together in a one-to-one
setting. The tutors may be a volunteers, may be paid, of may receive academic credit for
their services. The tutor presents learning tasks, reinforces material already taught,
provides immediate corrective feedback, models correct responses to the tutee, and gives
the tutee clues for finding the correct answer."

"Peer tutoring has several advantages. Students with special educational needs
receive additional one-to-one attention from their tutors. They enjoy the shared social
experience of the tutoring sessions. The student in a peer tutoring program often shows
an improvement in self-esteem and work attitudes and decreased disruptive behavior.
Peer tutoring can reduce the stigma associated with special academic needs and provide a
new opportunity for peer friendships. The tutor benefits from the process as well,
operating in a meaningful social role the tutor develops responsibility, as well as a chance
to consolidate their own knowledge. (Holder, Baybara, 1982)"

"Peers have the advantage of using a common language, making content easier
for the tutee to understand."

Overhead 19: Deter line's System Approach Tutoring Flowchart

Handout 15: Deter line's System Approach Tutoring Flowchart

"Handout 15 shows the process of peer tutoring in flowchart form. Students are
selected for tutoring on the basis of a test. This test can be one that was administered for
another purpose- there is no real need to set up an additional test just for this purpose. In
the case of Chapter 1 students, we can consider the selection process used for selecting
Chapter 1 students as the test in this example. Students are selected to be tutors, and then
trained. Tutoring sessions are scheduled, and, at some point, a posttest is given. On the
basis of this posttest, students either continue in tutoring or exit the program."

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 10 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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"What are some of the considerations for choosing student peer tutors? For
Chapter 1 classes, using tutors from the Chapter 1 students' regular class can be helpful.
Isolation of the basic skills taught in Chapter 1 from the work done in the regular class
can result in a fragmentation of learning for the Chapter 1 student. Use of students from
the regular class can help integrate the learning that occurs in the two classes. The social
interaction in the tutoring environment can help reduce the social and racial segregation
present in many Chapter 1 programs and lead to more acceptance across racial and social
groups."

"How can peer tutoring be incorporated into the school routine? It can be one of
the optional activities available at a learning center. It can be used during free time
periods, before school, after school, of after a designated task is completed. You may
also wish to select a time during which the whole class works in tutoring teams."

"Teachers who want to use peer tutoring need administrative support for the
program to work. It is important to involve school administrators in the process of
setting up a peer tutoring program as early as possible. It is also helpful to involve other
teachers, especially if you plan to involve a large number of students. If you plan to have
a very large peer tutoring program, you may want to consider having the administration
of this program under the formal control of one staff member."

"Peer tutoring is especially important to rural schools. Students in rural schools
typically have fewer individuals with whom to interact in educational settings. The
opportunity to have a structured educational interaction with a peer takes on greater
importance."

"Nebraska has the largest number of one-teacher schools in the nation. In a
survey of the one-teacher schools in this state, it was found that 46% use some type of
tutoring by students.(Devin-Sheean, Linda. Allen, Vernon L. 1975)"

Overhead 4: Conventional Wisdom ll

Handout 4: Conventional Wisdom H

"When we looked at the list of alternatives to the conventional wisdom about
compensatory education earlier, the first idea we talked about was a need to emphasize
the knowledge students bring to school, rather than emphasiiing what they do nia know.
Some researchers (Crushon, Bena, 1977) have suggested that the use of peer tutoring is
an effective way of using the cultural strengths Black students bring to school."

"The traditional African extended family structure survives in African-American
culture. Older brothers and sisters take on quasi-parental roles in supervision and care of
younger siblings. Peer tutoring programs in schools with Black students can incorporate
this cultural value, giving tutors a valued social role."

"Another effective instructional practice that can be used is reciprocal teaching."

Overhead 20: Reciprocal teaching strategies

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC I I Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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"Reciprocal teaching is an instnictional technique in which the teacher models the
use of four comprehension strategies in the process of reading tex!: summarizing,
question generation, clarification and prediction. Students gradually are given the role of
using these strategies themselves under the teacher's guidance."

"Studies on reciprocal teaching indicate that this method is more effective in
teaching strategies of summarizing, question generation, clarification and prediction than
the use of worksheets and simple teacher demonstration of the skills (Palincsar, 1984). It
has also been shown to be effective in improving accuracy in fact recall and
interpretation in independent student reading (Falincsar, 1987). For students with poor
reading comprehension but good word recognition skills, reciprocal teaching methods
had a significant positive effect on students' achievement scores."

"Reciprocal teaching allows students to become more actively involved in
instruction, incorporate new sldlls and to take on more responsibility for their own
learning. A scaffolding process occurs, in which the teacher provides an opportunity for
the student to extend their current skills to a higher level."

"Handout 16, Sample Reciprocal Teaching Dialog, shows how this process
works."

Handout 16: Sample Reciprocal Teaching Dialog

"Before reading the story: Genius With Feathem, the teacher speculates aloud
about what the story will be about, on the basis of the title. The teacher and the class
read part of the story, and the teacher then models a check on her prediction. She models
a summary of what was read and predicts what will come next."

"The teacher then selects a student to be the "teacher" for the next segment of
reading. This student leads the next discussion, with the teacher supplying corrective
feedback."

"The examples which follow in your handouts illustrate the acquisition of
question-asking skills by two students."

"Two other alternatives to worksheets are the use of projects that extend beyond
one class period and theme-based instruction."

Overhead 4: Conventional wisdom 11

"One of the ideas we discussed earlier is the way that compensatory education
tends to teach isolated facts, basic skills without always emphasizing the context and
meaning of these skills. Using extended projects and theme-based instruction are two
ways of relating assignments to the big picture, and combining learning across subject
areas in a meaningful way. There is a theory that the degree to which new information is
learned is dependent on the congruency of ideas that is achieved between the teacher and
the learner. Use of themes in learning can help students fit what they are learning into
their own framework, making it more congruent with their world."

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 12 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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"Use of extended projects and themes helps students organize information, and
helps make connections between new concepts and things that they already know. This
enhances the overall coherence of the body of information given to the student-making it
all "hang together" better."

Overhead 21: Webbing Example

Handout 17: Webbing Example

"One way of explaining the usefulness of projects and themes in instruction is the
concept of "webbing." Working outward from the central concept of a lesson, links are
made to related ideas. This helps to integrate different areas of the curriculum, ahaw for
individual interests, and increases the teacher's ability to incorporate isolated subject
areas. In this example, students studying whales in a science class get a chance to
reinforce their learning from a math class, measuring the length of whales, estimating
their size, graphing their weights. Historical information about whales is connected
historical information about Native Americans. Having many different ways to think,
learn and remember information improves students' recall of facts."

"Teachers report that the use of themes increases students' motivation to master
material, and that students taught with theme-based instruction produce more sustained
writing about instructional subjects."

"Teachers can further enhance the level of student motivation through the usc of
themes that are relevant to the students' lives. These themes can include elements of the
students' cultural background, as well as areas in which the student is already interested."

"An advantage of the project approach to instruction is that the teacher can allow
for the students to choose the mode of presentation. The use :)f oral presentations,
photographic essays, poems, videotapes and stories can stimulate new interest in the
instnictional material and permit the student to interact with the subject in their preferred
modality: visual, auditory or kinesthetic."

Handout 18: Boynton Stream Project

"The Boynton Stream Project is a good example of the use of the project
approach. Josephine Cardamone, the Chapter 1 teacher at Ithaca High School in Ithaca,
New York, war teaching a unit on ecology. She posted a world map in the classroom.
Students were asked to look for articles about ecological problems throughout the world,
and these articles were posted on the map near the area they occurred. Students made
graphs cf declining populations of endangered species of wildlife, and played
envirenrikl tal games. These activities allowed them to integrate skills they learned in
geography, science and mathematics in a meaningful way."

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 13 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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"As a culmination to this unit, the class studied a stream that ran past the school
building. They identified plants and animals in and near the stream. They drew pictures
of the plants and animals, preserved plants with a plant press, made silhouettes of the
plants using sun paper and wrote guided imagery passages from the point of view of
animals during a storm. One student made a list of all the common and scientific names
of the plants. Another drew a map of the stream. All of these efforts were combined in
one finished product, a book."

"Theme and project-based instruction work well in cooperative learning models.
The small group environment encourages active participation on the part of students who
have a pattern of passive participation in instruction."

"The thematic approach works best when the theme is the teacher's choice. If a
theme is based on the teacher's interests, values and experience, it engages the teacher's
fullest creative energies."

"In this workshop we've discussed classroom activities that can be used in
Chapter 1 classes as alternatives to using worksheets. It is important to iemember that
there is no reason to stop all use of worksheets immediately and to implement use of
cooperative learning in all classes all of the time. That is not what we arc suggesting. If
a teacher uses worksheets with a sensitivity to the issues we discussed earlier and with
careful monitoring, they can be an effective way of giving students a chance to
consolidate new knowledge and rehearse new skills."

"The alternate methods we talked about today take time to get used to. It is not
unreasonable to expect a full nine week term to pass before everyone is comfortable with
a cooperative learning format. These ideas can be introduced gradually, or on an
occasional basis. For example, you can plan to have one cooperative activity per week,
or do a theme-based project once a month. It is important to use these techniques in a
way that does not disrupt the classroom, and in a way that is comfortable for the teacher."

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 14 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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Transparencies

Overhead 1

Overhead 2

Overhead 3

Overhead 4

Overhead 5

Overhead 6
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Overhead 9

Overhead 10

Overhead 11

Overhead 12

Overhead 13

Overhead 14

Overhead 15

Overhead 16

Overhead 17

Overhead 18

Overhead 19

Overhead 20

Overhead 21

Title: Beyond Worksheets

Goal of the workshop

Conventional Wisdom ("Until recently.")

Conventional Wisdom (Emphasis on learners' deficits

Conventional Wisdom (Discrete skills)

Conventional Wisdom (Teacher-directed instruction)

Extent of worksheet use

Good lad quote

Limitations of worksheets

How can a teacher move beyond worksheets?

Advantages of cooperative groupwork

Outcomes of cooperative groupwork

Student team learning

Jigsaw

Pairing

Team assisted individualization

Teams-Games-Tournaments

Social skills required for cooperative groupwork

Deter line's System Approach Tutoring Flowchart

Reciprocal teaching strategies

Webbing Example
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Handouts for participants

Handout 1 Title: Beyond Worksheets

Handout 2 Goal of the workshop

Handout 3 Conventional wisdom I- "Until recently..."

Handout 4 Conventional wisdom II

Handout 5 Conventional wisdom III

Handout 6 Facts about worksheets

Handout 7 article: Successful Student Practice During Seatwork,
Helmke and Schradez, 1938

Handout 8 article: Estimating the Cost of Seatwork, Jachyrn, Allington
and Broikou, 1989

Handout 9 "How can a teacher..."

Handout 10 Advantages of Cooperative Groupwork

Handout 11 Group activity 1

Handout 12 Cooperative groupwork, Examples I and II

Handout 13 Cooperative groupwork, Examples III, IV and V

Handout 14 Social Skills requited for cooperative groupwork

Handout 15 Deterline's System Approach Tutoring Flowchart

Handout 16 Sample Reciprocal Teaching Dialog

Handout 17 Webbing Example

Handout 18 Boynton Stream Ptoject
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GOAL OF THE
WORKSHOP:

To improve the quality
of Chapter 1 instruction
by sharing information

about educational
activities that go beyond

worksheets.

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 2 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory



Overhead 3 Beyond Worksheets

"Until recently, a conventional
wisdom about effective practice
in (Chapter 1) settings has
emphasized the remediation of
learners' deficits, a curriculum
broken down into discrete skills,
teacher-directed instruction, a
uniform approach to classroom
management, and the grouping
of students by ability."

from:
Better Schooling for the Children of Poverty:

Alternatives to Conventional Wisdom
U.S. Department of Education Office of Planning, Budget and

Evaluation, January 1990

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Region 6 and 7 Rural Technical Assistance Centezs
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Conventional
Wisdom

An emphasis on
learners' deficits-
that is, what the
"disadvantaged"
student lacks in
knowledge,
intellectual facility,
or experience
Curriculum that
teaches discrete
skills in a fixed
sequence from
"basic" to "higher
order" skills

Alternatives to
Conventional
Wisdom

An emphasis on the
knowledge students
do bring to school

Explicit teaching of
how to function in
the "culture" of the
school

Early emphasis on
" higher order" tasks

Extensive
opportunities to
learn and apply
skills in context

An emphasis on
meaning and
understanding in all
academic instruction

from:
Better Schooling for the Children of Poverty:

Alternatives to Conventional Wisdom
U.S. Department of Education Office of Planning, Budget and Evaluation, January

1990

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 4 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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Beyond Worksheets Participant Handout 5

Conventional
Wisdom

Exclusive or heavy
reliance on teacher-
directed instruction

Classroom
management
principles uniformly
applied across the
school day so as to
forestall disorder !,n
the classroom

Long-term grouping
of students by
achievement or
ability

Alternatives to
Conventional
Wisdom

A combination of
teacher-directed and
learner-directed
instruction

Variation in
classroom
management
approaches
depending on the
kind of academic
work being done

Some use of
grouping
arrangements that
mix ability levels

More flexibility in
grouping
arrangements

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 5 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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Extent of worksheet use

Primary age students spend 300-400 hours per year doing
seatwork in language arts classes.

Students do approximately 1,000 workbook pages and skill
sheets per year. (Anderson, Hiebert, Scott and Wilkinson, 1985)

Students spend 30-60% of their time allocated to reading doing
seatwork.

"The emphasis on seat time as opposed to competency, which
forces students to perform certain functions rather than
achieve results is one of the things that things that push
at-risk students out of school." (from Good lad's A
Place Called School)

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 6 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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0 Article: Successful Student Practice During
Seatwork. Helmke and Schrader, 1988

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 7 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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Successful Student Practice Dining
°Seatwork: Efficient Management and

Acfive Supervision Not Enough
A. HELMKE
F. W. SCHRADER
Max-Plaock-lastitute for Psychological Research, Germany

ABSTRACT This study investigated the impact of stu-
dent practice during seatwork on classroom achievement.
Fifth-pade mathematics instruction was observed in 39 class-
rooms using a low-inference observation system, and math
achievement was measured at the beginning and at the end of
the fifth grade. The results showed that frequency of practice
in itself was not related to achievement. However, other condi-
tions influenced the effectiveness of student practice. The
organization of seatwork by more successful teachers was
characterized by (a) sufficient preparation, (b) efficient
management, and (c) high intensity of active supervision that
supported and corrected students in a discreet manner.
Diagnostically competent teachers were particularly successful
in supporting students during seatwork. The implications of
this pattern of results for instructional practice are discussed.

Practice has always been considered an essential part
of learning in school. This idea is reflected by the

important role attributed to various forms of student
practice during regular classroom instruction in theories

on school learning (Ausubel, 1968), a,. well as in recent
conceptualizations of teaching functi xis (Burns, 1984;
Rosenshine & Stevens, 1986). The main functions of
practice are the consolidation of newly acquired knowl-
edge and skills, and the increased automatization in the

use of the skills. A certain level of automaticity is
regarded as an important prerequisite for further learn-
ing because it provides the learner with more attentional
capacity for learning new skills or for applying the skills

to new situations and tasks. The consolidation of ac-
quired skills is particularly important for both slower
and younger learners as well as for highly structured
subjects (such as mathematics).

Despite the time-honored importance attributed to
practice in school learning, there are few empirical in-
vestigations dealing with this topic. Whereas numerous
studies have dealt with conditions of efficient practice
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and drill in laboratory settings with relatively artificial
tasks, comparatively little is known about conditions of
effective student practice in the context of regular class-

room instruction. This lack of research may be due to
the predominant interest in teacher-student interaction
rather than in seatwork, which is typically characterized
by a high proportion of monitoring (Doyle, 1986). As a

consequence, recommendations on how to organize stu-
dent practice during seatwork (as given by Rosenshine &
Stevens, 1986), though undoubtedly plausible, rest on a
weak empirical foundation.

The present study provides an empirical analysis of
independent practice, one of two forms of student prac-
tice described by Rosenshine and Stevens (1986). The
other form is guided practice. Independent practice nor-
mally occurs during individual seatwork when students
are assigned to work independently (usually on written
exercises) at their desks with their own materials. Ex-
isting research suggests that effective independent prac-
tice can be characterized by the following conditions.

First, effective teachers have set up well-established
norms and routines for the classroom that ensure effec-
tive management during seatwork. The teachers mon-
itor the class thoroughly and intervene immediately in
the case of disruptions (Brophy, 1983; & Doyle, 1986).

These teachers are therefore interrupted comparatively
less often by disciplinary problems and the need for
organizational activities during seatwork.

Second, sufficient preparation of seatwork by
previous lecturing or guided practice also appears
critical. For example, Fisher, Berliner, Filby, Marliave,
Cahen, & Dishaw (1978) demonstrated that student er-

The authors want to thank Raymond Perry (University of
Manitoba in Winnipeg. Canada, for reviewing an earlier ver-

sion of this paper.
Requests for reprints should be sent to Andreas Helmke,

Max-Planck-Institute for Psych. Agical Research, D-8° 0 .

Munich 40, Leopokistrasse 24, FRG.
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ror rates were particularly high in classes in which
teachers had to give lengthy explanations during seat-
work. The necessity to reexplain was interpreted by the
authors as "a signal that changes are needed in the stu-
dent's instructional program, either in the difficulty of
the assignment or in preparation for seatwork" (p. 21).
However, Enimer, Evertson, Sanford, & Clements (1982)
failed to show that the instruction of less effective
classroom managers was characterized by a higher fre-
quency of interruptions during seatwork.

Third, intensive supervision during seitwork under-
scores the active role of effective teachers. These teach-
ers move around, interact with students, and inspect
students' work frequently (Doyle, 1984; Emmer, Evert-
son, & Anderson, 1980; Emmer, Evertson, Sanford, &
Clements, 1982; Fisher, Berliner, Filby, Marliave,
Cahen, & Dishaw, 1978).

Finally, successful teachers' contacts with students
are usually nat longer than 30 seconds (e.g., Evertson,
Anderson, Anderson, & Brophy, 1980). Rosenshine and
Stevens (1986) give two reasons for this occurrence.
First, longer contact between the student and teacher
implies that the initial explanation was not clear. Second,
spending more time with one student means less available
time for monitoring and helping other students.

The purpose of the present study is to expand the
existing body of research on the effectiveness of student
practice in the classroom, as well as to support some
findings of the previously cited studies of teacher prep-
aration and classroom discipline. With regard to the
role of teachers' contacts with students during seat-
work, we believe that two aspects of this behavior have
been overlooked: first, the mode of teachers' interaction
with students (discreetly versus openly) and, second, the
role of teachers' diagnostic competence.

In our view, if teacher comments, feedback, ques-
tions, and cues addressed to single students during seat-
work phases are given in a discreet, confidential man-
ner, a situation will be significantly different than if the
teacher interacts in an indiscreet and public manner so
that his/her statements can be heard by the other stu-
dents. We assume that the latter situation impairs
achievement because it represents an interruption of the
practice phase and may disturb the course of seatwork.
Therefore, in order to differentiate between the two dif-
ferent modes of teacher interaction with individual stu-
dents during seatwork, one must go beyond the general
notion of teacher activity during practice.

Furthermore, we believe that teacher diagnostic com-
petency may play a crucial role in facilitating the iden-
tification of those students who need help as well as ac-
curately diagnosing their learning problems and pro-
viding the appropriate support. From this point of view,
excessive contact with individual students during seat-
work might be due to the teacher's insufficient diag-
nostic knowledge base.
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Method

Context. The current study is part of a comprehensive
longitudinal research project conducted within the
framework of the International Association for the
Evaluation of Academic Achievement) (lEA) "Class-
room Environment Study: Teaching for Learning"
(Helmke, Schneider, & Weinert, 1986).

Sample. Thirty-nine fifth-grade classrooms from 24
German primary schools (Hauptschule) in the Munich
area (Bavaria) participated in the study. (The Bavarian
school system provides 4 years of general schooling.
After that, the student population is divided into two
tracks, depending upon their achievement level. On the
average, the upper third attends the Gymnasium,
whereas the other two thirds of the population attend
the Hauptschule.)

The participating 39 teachers (19 men and 20 women)
were the regular classroom and mathematics teachers
for these classes. The teachers ranged from 25 to 59
years in age (median: 37 years) and frcm 3 to 27 years in
professional experience (median: 12 years). An addi-
tional teacher survey study that compared crucial demo-
graphic and instructional variables of our 39 teachers
with a random sample of 651 German math teachers
showed no significant differences between these two
grOU ps .

Instruments. Two mathematics tests were developed
to focus on elementary arithmetic procedures such as
subtraction, division, etc. (Test A, 30 items) and word
problems (Test B, 24 items). Test A concentrated on
basic algorithmic skills, and Test B emphasized com-
prehension, problem solving, and application abilities.
Items from both tests were combined into a total score
(Cronbach's alpha = .94). Pretest and posttest scores
were scaled as percentage correct. To ensure the content
validity, both tests were developed particularly to cover
the curriculum of fifth-grade classroom mathematics in-
struction. This curriculum was obligatory for mathe-
matics teachers; only minor variations with regard to
the sequence of the topics were permissible. In other
words, the learning opportunities of the 39 classrooms
were highly comparable, so there was no need to take in-
to account factors such as "learning opportunity,"
"content covered," or the like.

The present analysis was faced with the problem of
unequal classroom entry characteristics because it was
based on a nonexperimental study. From the various
methods discussed in the literature on measurement of
change (see Corder-Bolz, 1978, for an overview of dif-
ferent statistical procedures), we regarded the residuali-
zation of posttest scores (i.e., the adjustment for pretest
classroom differences in intelligence and mathematics
achievement at the beginning of fifth grade) as the least
problematic method. For reasons of clarity, a constant
was added to the residualized posttest score of each
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class, namely, the average gain of the total sample (see

Figure 1).
Teaching behaviors were assessed by using a low in-

ference observational system (Five-Minute-Interaction-
System) that represents a modification of Stalling's
(1977) "Multiple-Coding-System." Observations took
place during nine math lessons (five sequences per
lesson, each lasting 5 minutes). The following aspects of
classroom activities were recorded: (a) context, (b) per-
sons participating in the inturaction, and (c) content of
interaction. Coding was based on a combined time and

event sampling that allowed every new event to be
coded. When the event lasted longer than 5 seconds,
coding was repeated every 5 seconds.

Seatwork refers to an instructional context in which
students work independently at written tasks and exer-
cises. Duration of seatwork was measured as the relative

frequency of all coded activities during seatwork as
compared with the total number of all coded interac-
tions. All of the other instructional variables represent
proportions of the respective activities during seatwork
as compared with the total number of coded interac-
tions during seatwork.

Monitoring refers to supervision of students' work by

the teacher without interacting with students. Discreet
support comprises all subject-related teacher contacts
with individual students during seatwork (e.g., diagnos-

ing errors, giving remedial cues, demonstrating pro-
cedures, or answering students' questions) that are
nonverbal or can be heard only in the direct vicinity of
the addressed student. Public interactions comprise all
teacher utterances directed to single students that are
(Oven indiscreetly and are consequently heard by the
whole class. Lecturing refers to teacher presentation or

explanation of academic material.
Recall questions are questions that require recall or

recognition of factual information rather than higher

level processing. Disciplinary events are all interactions
dealing with student misbehavior. Procedural activities

are all comments concerning nonacademic procedures
and organizational activities.

Because previous studies have shown that classroom
entry characteristics influence not only later achieve-
ment but also subsequent teacher behavior (Weinert &
Helmke, 1987), all of the measures of teacher behavior
were adjusted for classroom differences in math pretest
achievement and intelligence. Thus, the correlations be-

tween teacher behaviors during seatwork and residual-
ized posttest achievement are partial correlations rather
than zero-order correlations.

Teachers' diagnostic competence was assessed by us-

ing a judgment-accuracy approach; for example, ac-
curacy of teachers' judgments of their students' charac-
teristics was taken as a measure of teachers' diagnostic
competence. In this case, students' achievements in a
mathematics test that contained content covered during
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Figure 1.Lisisrwom Math Achievement Gain (Adjusted for Math
Pretest) Depending c A Teachers' Diagnostk Competence and the
Frequency of Individual Supportha Activity During Sesiwork

the last 3 months of mathematics instruction served as
the criterion against which accuracy of teachers' ratings

was judged. Before making their judgments, teachers
were given sufficient time to familiarize themselves with
the test items by looking through the test booklet. After
that, the teachers predicted for each student the number
of test items they expected the students to solve.

Diagnostic competence was measured as the product-

moment correlation (calculated separately for each
teacher-respective class) between scores predicted for
each student and the students' actual scores. This indi-
cated the extent to which the teacher was able to predict

the relative achievement position for each student of his
or her class.

Results

Descriptive re'. Its. Table 1 contains the descriptive

results of all variables included in this study. The results
show that seatwork was an important part of instruc-
tion; on the average, about 20 of the whole lesson
time was spent on this activity. Interestingly, substantial
differences among teachers were found with respect to
frequency of seatwork. Whereas some teachers used this

didactic technique seldom (Min = 3.4, see Table 1),
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Table 1.-Deserbi/ve Statistics for AP Vaal lables Used Is Study

Variable M SD Min Max

Adjusted achievement gain' 13.92 5.91 -4.32 26.09

Teacher diagnostic competence 0.63 0.19 0.03 0.0
Proportion of seatwork 21.87 11.95 3 53.22

Activities and events during
sestwork

Monitoring 43.50 18.84 14.05 91.43

Indicators of insufficient
preparation

Recall questions 2.84 1.97 0.46 8.11

Lecturing 2.77 2.24 0.00 9.96
Indieators of inefficient
management

Disciplinary events 1.53 1.39 0.00 6.96
Procedural activities 8.81 6.40 0.03 24.05
Teacher-student interactions
Open, audible 30.33 15.56 8.57 59.73

Discreet, not audible 10.22 12.18 0.00 61.54

'Residualized classroom posttest scores plus a constant (mean gain of
the total sample).

other teachers spent more than half of the instructional
time on independent student practice in the context of
seatwork. As seen in Table 1, the main proportion of
teacher behavior during seatwork consisted of monitor-
ing activities, characterized by a lack of interaction with
the class as a whole or with single students.

Correlations with achievement. The data in Table 2
indicate that the frequency of independent seatwork was
not significantly correlated with posttest math achieve-
ment. As indicated earlier, both teaching behaviors and
posttest achievement were adjusted for classroom dif-
ferences in cognitive entry characteristics.

In contrast to the nonsignificant correlation between
the proportion of seatwork and classroom achievement,
both indicators of inefficient management and insufficient
preparation by the teacher were significantly negatively

Table 2.-Partial Conflation.? of Seatwork-Related Teaching
Behaviors With Achievement

Teaching behaviors Achievement

Proportion of seatwork
Indicators of inefficient management

Procedural activities
Discipline problems

Indicators of insufficient preparation
Recall questions
Lecturing

Teacher activity during seatwork
Total
Public, audible
Discreet, not audible

- .43"
- .34"

.32'

.44.

.07
- .18

.33'

'Both teaching behaviors and math posttest achievement were ad-
justed for clauroom differences in prior achievement and intelligence.

/; < 0.05. "p < 0.01.
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correlated with achievement. This result is in accordance
with our hypotheses. Furthermore, for teachers' activity
during seatwork, the overall activity store (indicating
the frequency of all interactions with individual stu-
dents) was not significantly related to achievement.
However, the breaking down of this global score re-
vealed two opposite effects: public teacher activities
(such as probing, questioning, etc.) tended to have a
(nonsignificant) negative effect, whereas discreet
teacher contacts with individual students had a signifi-
cant positive relationship wit achievement.

Effects of diagnostic competence. With regard to
diagnostic competence, it should be noted that large dif-
ferences between teachers were found (see Table 1).
Some teachers were informed almost perfectly regarding
their students' achievement level, whereas others were
largely uninformed. To analyze the joint impact of
diagnostic competence and frequency of teacher sup-
portive contact on achievement, we carried out a two-
factorial analysis of variance (with both independent
variables dichotomized). The results indicated a weak
main effect of supportive contact, R1, 28) = 3.47, p <
.10, whereas the main effect of diagnostic competence
on achievement was insignificant, RI, 28) = 0.08. A
significant disordinal interaction between supportive
contact and diagnostic competence also was found, R1,
28) = 7.31, p < .05.

The interactive effect of individualized supportive
contact and diagnostic competence on achievement is
depicted in Figure I. As can be seen, achievement was
highest when both frequency of teachers' supportive
contacts with students and their diagnostic competence
were above average. A surprising partial result also
deserves mention. Those classrooms with teachers who
were good diagnosticians, yet who gave their students
comparatively little support, showed pronounced
achievement declines. In other words, a teacher with
good diagnostic competence who provides insufficient
support could discourage his or her students. Such
students may become sensitized to their own weaknesses
but do not receive sufficient support in overcoming
these weaknesses.

Discussion

Initially, one should note that the interpretation of the
data presented in this study was based solely on (partial)
correlations. Thus, it is problematic to interpret teacher
behavior (e.g., efficiency of management or sufficiency
of preparation) as a cause and classroom achievement as
an effect. However, for the present study there are two
arguments that support a causal interpretation as sug-
gested above. First, the temporal order of the variables
was included in the analyses, because the observation of
teachers (yielding scores for teacher management, in-

structional quality, etc.) darted after the adrninistration of the
pretest Oa and was finished half a year War the posttest (4).
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Second, by using partial, correlations rather than zero-
order correlations between teacher behaviors and class-

.room posttest achievement, we took into account class-
room differences in the level of intelligence and prior
knowledge.

As our results show, the mere quantity of seatwork is
unrelated to academic success. That is, the amount of
independent student practice in the context of seatwork
has no impact on achievement. According to our data, it
is not the quantity but the quality of independent stu-
dent practice that makes a difference. ne organization
of independent student practice by less successful
teachers (with regard to the achievement gain of their
classroom) is characterized by freauent interruptions
through lecturing and questions. This result coincides
with the results reported by Fisher, Berliner, Filby,
Mar have, Cahen, and Dishaw (1978) and illustrates that
independent practice characterized by either insufficient
preparation or inappropriate task difficulty level under-
mines achievement.

According to our study, the significant negative cor-
relations between frequency of disciplinary events and
procedural activities during seatwork on the one hand,
and achievement on the other, underline the crucial role
of classroom management for independent practice.
This is in line with research on teacher effectiveness in-
dicating the important role of classroom management
for achievement (l)ciie, 1986). Preventing and effec-

tively handling discipline problems is one aspect;
establishing a set routine for the students to follow dur-
ing seatwork is another. In classes with a high percent-
age of procedural activities during seatwork, practice is
often interrupted by technical and organizational ac-
tivities, leading to a less concentrated work atmosphere.
This indicates a lack of familiar and well-functioning
rules of behavior, clarifying what the student should
and should not do during certain phases of instruction.
Disciplinary problems also are more common in such
classrooms.

Furthermore, the breakdown of the total activity
score into two separate components, discreet and open
suppoit, proved fruitful. Teacher statements (such as
comment, feedback, correction, evaluation, etc.) given
openly and obtrusively appear to dem: achievement.
Thus, discretion seems to be an eszential prerequisite for
effective teacher support. Two considerations might ex-
plain the important role ascribed to discretion in sup-
portive contacts during seatwork. First, audible com-
ments may iisturb the concentration and the work prog-
ress of other students. Second, comments given openly
may be experienced by the respective student (or ex-
pressed more poignantly: the victim) as an embarrassing
exposure in front of the class. This, in turn, may have
various negative motivational consequences, such as the
impairment of students' motivation to learn or the dete-
rioration of self-confidence.
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Surprisingly, our results indicate that teachers'
diagnostic competence, per se, was not related to learn-
ing progress. This result is in contrast to a finding of
Fisher, Berliner, Filby, Mar liave, Cahen, and Dishaw
(1978), whereby teachers' accuracy in diagnosing stu-
dent skill levels was related to student achievement. Our
results, however, do not necessarily mean that teacher
diagnostic competence is irrelevant for achievement.
Diagnostic competence becomes relevant for achieve-
ment only in interplay with .pecific didactic teaching
behaviors (Helinke & Schrader, 1987). Supporting indi-
vidual students during seatwork is one such teacher
behavior. That is, optimally supporting students during
seatwork requires accurate judgment of students' actual
need for supnort. In addition to solving the problem of
who needs help, the teacher must determine the ap-
propriate dosage and timing of support. High diag-
nostic competence, therefore, might facilitate the fine
tuning of the teacher's support given to individual
students.

Conclusion

In summary, the results of our study indicate that in-
creating or decreasing independent student practice in
order to heighten academic success is not justifiable.
According to our results, qualitative, not quantitative,
factors are crucial for the effectiveness of practice.
Three conditions are considered especially important in
designing effective seatwork activities. First, adequate
external conditions must be provided for independent
practice; for example, nonacademic activities, pro-
cedures, and disruptions should be held to a minimum.
Second, the continuity of seatwork seems to be of
special significance. In order to ensure continuity, inde-
pendent practice must have been adequately prepared.
In other words, independent practice is of benefit only if
students have already attained a minimum level of com-
petency. Explanations and lectures represent unfavor-
able interruptions, indicating less than optimal prepara-
tion of independent practice. Third, practice is more
successful when the teacher actively circulates around
the classroom, not only monitoring but also supervising
students' work and giving support to single students dis-
creetly, without distracting other students.

Recommendations for effective teaching behavior
based on these points are obvious. However, the dif-
ficulty teachers face in changing well-established be-
havior patternseven though they may have recognized
their lack of efficiency or the detrimental effect of their
behaviorshould not be underestimated. In the cue of
diagnostic competence, recommendations are less ob-
vious. How can teachers learn something about their
diagnostic competence, and how can they improve it if
necessary? As long as a more complete understanding of
the knowledge base underlying diagnostic competence is
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lacking (see Leinhardt, 1983, for a promising line of
research), a seemingly obvious and practical way of im.
proving diagnostic competence (Wahl, Weinert, &
Huber, 1984) might be as follows: (a) assign problems
that students must work on independently; (b) predict
the likely outcome of each student's work, and (c) com-
pare the predictions with students' actual results. Such
comparisons would yield direct information about the
accuracy of one's predictions and could lead to higher
sensitivity in the long run.

A more systematic way of improving one's accuracy
would be to reflect on possible reasons for discrepancies
between expected and actual achievement. Hypotheses
could be tested during instruction by varying methods
of instruction and the difficulty and type of assigned
problems. With such a procedure, much could be
learned about students' learning problem, their rela-
tion to instruction, and possible means of remediation.
Furthermore, this procedure coincides with the concep-
tualization of teaching as clinical :nfonnation process-
ing (Shulman & Elstein, 1975), an approach by which
teachers may enhance their knowledge about personal
judgment biases as well as their understanding of
students.
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While working on a research project
investigating elementary children's
whole-day school experiences, we

observed pupils participating in regular class-
room reading and language arts instruction,
remedial reading instruction, and special edu-
cation classes (Allington & McGill-Franzen,
1989). We found that in all types of reading/
language arts classes, children spent a great
deal of their time working on an enormous
amount of seatwork tasks. In fact, during one
classroom reading period, one second-grade
student spent approximately 21/2 hours work-
ing on more than 20 skill sheets.

Because we observed that a large number
and variety of seamark activities were readily
available within all the schools we visited, we
inquired about the cost of producing and pur-
chasing these materials for each school. What
we quickly discovered was that school admin-
istrators were as uncertain as we were about
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the total expenses incurred by the school for
providing seatwork materials.

One of the reasons why it is difficult to
assess the expense of seatwork tasks is be-
cause it entails more than the overt cost of pur-
chasing commercially prepared materials. In
other words, the costs of producing and repro-
ducing various practice materials are sub-
sumed within a variety of school-expenditure
categories. For instance, the cost of reproduc-
ing materials includes the cost of the commer-
cially published package of skill sheets, the
cost of paper and ink, the salaries of the
school personnel who duplicate seatwork ma-
terials, and the equipment costs such as leas-
ing and maintenance. When questioning
school administrators about the cost of seat-
work, we found that estimated amounts allo-
cated in each category for producing and
reproducing these tasks were never aggre-
gated. Therefore, because an estimated total
cost of seatwork materials had not been deter-
mined, most school administrators unknow-
ingly had underestimated the costs associated
with seatwork activities.

Examining the cost of seatwork
To analyze the cost of reading and lan-

guage arts seatwork materials, we elicited co-
operation from school principals. We asked
principals to complete a written questionnaire
concerning school demographics and the costs
of seatwork materials used at the second-grade
level. We asked only for second-grade materi-
als to simplify the data collection process for
each participating principal. These schools
were located in five different districts in two
states. The schools were in rural, suburban,



lithle 1
Calculations for determining tM estimated cost

of seatwork per second-grade student

1. Commercially published workbooks:
a. Sum of the average cost of each type of skillbook (R) per secondirade

student (e.g., a of + ir + I) a In

2. Equipment costs:
b. Cast ci machines !sued (or purchasing cost + 7) + the cost of

maintenance
c. Estimated cost of supplies (fluids andior cartridges)
d. Number of reams of paper x coat per rum
. Estimated % of copying for readingllanguage arts
f. Number ci students in second grade
g. Average cost per student (b + c + ? x e

3. Personnel costs:
h. Annual salary of "other" personnel
I. Estimated % crothene time devoted to copying for reading/language wts

j. Estimated salary paid for copying (j in h x i)
k. Average cost per student (k 1.41

4. lbtai average cast d reading/language anssubmit per second.grade pupil
(a + g + k)

.

and urban sites and ranged in enrollment from
about 250 to over 800 students.

To determine the estimated cost of pro-
ducing/reproducing and purchasing seatwork
activities, we divided expenditures into three
categories: cost for commercially published
workbooks, equipment, and personnel. Then
we calculated an average cost per student
within each category for each individual
school, determined a total average cost per
student within the school, and finally esti-
mated an average cost of seatwork for second-
grade students across all five schools. Thble 1

delineates the cost estimation procedures.

What seatwork costs
As shown in Thble 2, the average expend-

iture for seatwork materials per second-grade
student across all schools was USS59.98.
However, it can be seen that the total cost of
seatwork tasks per child among the schools
varied considerably. Specifically, the largest
difference in costs occurred between School 1
and School 2. School 1, which allocated the
greatest amount of fuuds for purchasing and
reproducing seatwork tasks, spent approxi-
mately $100 per pupil. In comparison, this
amount is 3 times more than that spent at
School 2, the school which allocated the
smallest amount of funds.

40 'r

Table 2 also illustrates how the schools
differed in the way their funds were allocated.
For example, School 1 purchased four types
of workbooks for each student, had more pho-
tocopying machines available within the
school, used the largest amount of paper, and
had the highest estimated percentage of funds
allocated for reproducing reading and lan-
guage arts materials (87%).

In addition, School 1 and School 3
(whose estimated expenditures for second-
grade workbooks were the same) spent nearly
twice as much on purchasing commercially
published workbooks than School 4 and
School 5 (two schools that also had identical
estimated expenses). Furthermore, School I
spent more than 10 times the amount of funds
on reproducing materials (i.e., the average
cost per pupil of "Estimated Equipment Cost"
plus "Estimated Personnel Costs") than School
2. In essence, the amount of funds allocated
for seatwork materials and the way the funds
were allocated within each school differed by
degrees.

Discussion
We found wide variability in the cost

associated with seatwork activities in the
second-grade classrooms in the schools from
which we collected data. Our small sample
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Tible 2
The estimated cost of seatwork per second-grade student

within and among five schools

Ca %pries School School 2 School 3 School 4 School 5

School data
lbtal numbs, of students 348 460 900 260 812

Community types urban suburban suburban suburban rural

Commercially published workbooks (2nd grade)
Average cost of basal reader workbook US$10.95 USS10.95 US$10.95 US$10.95 US$10.95

Average cost of spelling workbook 5.70 5.70 5.70 0.00 0.00

Amiga cost of language arts workbook 7.45 0.00 7.45 0.00 0.00

Average cost of phonics workbook 4.07 4.07 4.07 4.07 4.05

Total cost per second-grade student: $28.17 $20.72 $26.17 $15.02 $15.02

*ewe cost per second.grads student across five schools: US$21.42

Estimetsd equipment costa
Cost of machkwa $1,428 $3,500 $5,000 $4,500 $9,766

Cost of supplies 3,000 500 2,500 125 2,000

Cost of paper (at US$2.60 per ream) 18,000 3,750 7,600 750 5,625

% copying for reading/language arts 87% 40% 50% 59% 60%

Amapa cost poi **candy's* stud** across five schools: US$20.69 $83.35 $ 8.74 $ 6.33 $12.20 $12.85

Estimated personnel costs
Annual salary of "othsr" personnel $8,000 $15,000 $27,000 $18,000 $8,090

% of tkno copying Instructional materials 53% 5% 88% 60% 95%

Salary owned by copying instructional materials 3,180 750 23,760 10,800 7,885

Average cost per second-grade student: $10.32 $ 1.63 $ 26.40 $ 41.54 $ 41.46

*wags costpor secondiyade student across five schools: $17.87

"Mal costs per student: US$101.84 US$29.09 US$62.90 US$88.76 US$37.33

Total average cost por second-grade student across five schools: US$59.98

5 1;



undoubtedly contributes to the variation, and
we are willing to admit that our average esti-
mated cost is unlikely to be reliable. Nonethe-
less. we expect that the variation we found is
not uncommon. if only because variation in
different aspects of instruction has been
widely reported in classroom based research
(Allington & McGill-Franzen. 1989: Fisher.
et al.. 1978). Further, our data are only for
grade two, so it would be unwise to extrapo-
late our findings to other grade levels: addi-
tional research is required to evaluate the
generalizability of our findings.

In addition. our estimates are likely to be
low, even though the sums we report seem
considerable to us. Because it was impossible
to calculate reliable estimates of teacher time
spent duplicating materials. for instance, we
did not include such costs. Similarly, we
found no straightforward method for estimat-
ing costs for Alectricity to run equipment. to
light the rooms where equipment was used, or
for the heating costs. In short, the study and
the procedure suggested have obvious limita-
tions.

These limitations notwithstanding. the
available classroom research indicates that
students are confronted with basal materials
an estimated 70% to 90% of the time during
reading instruction (Fisher et al.. 1978:
Mason & Osborn. 1982) and that as much as
two thirds of this time is allocated to seatwork
assignments (Allington & McGill-Franzen.
1989: Rosenshine. 1979). The majority of
these assignments come from commercially
published workbooks. skillbook series, or
skill sheet packages (Anderson. 1984: Ander-
son. Brubaker. Alleman-Brooks. & Duffy.
1985: Durkin, 1978-79).

Theoretically. seatwork tasks such as
workbooks and skill sheets serve two func-
tions in the clusroom: instructional and man-
agerial. As instructional activities. Osborn
(1984) suggests they may be used to provide
children with opportunities to practice diffi-
cult and confusing parts of a reading lesson. to
review what has previously been taught, to in-
tegrate previously learned skills into new con-
cepts. to develop good independent work
habits, or to provide instructors with feedback
relevant to each student's reading ability.

In the managerial function, seatwork ac-
tivities keep students engaged while freeing
the teacher to pursue other endeavors. That is.
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Seutwork is a pervasive activity in elementary classromns.
Photo ts Mat) Loev.enstein.Anderson

typiCally. seatwork tasks are assigned to chil-
dren who are not actively involved in teacher-
directed small group reading instruction.

Although a lot of time is spent on work-
book and skill sheet tasks. they do not seem to
be particularly effective activities for develop-
ing reading abilities in children. In fact.
Leinhardt. Zigmond. and Cooley (1981) re-
ported that the most powerful variable influ-
encing reading achievement is the amount of
teacher-directed reading of text. Seatwork ac-
tivity. on the other hand. was not strongly cor-
related with increased achievement. Further.
Taylor and her colleagues (1985) reported that
children's ability to complete multiple-choice
main idea tasks did not reliably predict
whether they could summarize material from
their social studies books. Thus, to serve any
useful role in facilitating learning. seatwork
must provide activities that can and will be
useful beyond the completion of the skillsheet.

Given that so much time is allocated to
seatwork. teachers must have an enormous
supply of materials readily available. Obvi-
ously then, these materials must be purchased
or reproduced by educational agencies. For
example. schools purchase a variety of work-
books (e.g.. basal workbooks. vncabulary
workbooks, phonics workbooks, spelling
workbooks). commercially published dupli-
cating masters. and blank Dittos for teacher-
made tasks. In fact, Anderson. Hiebert. Scott

Oral
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and Wilkinson (1985) estimated that it is not
inconceivable for an elementary school stu-
dent to complete 1.000 workbook pages and
skill sheets in the course of an academic year.
This represents an enormous investment of in-
structional time and educational moniesan
investment that begs for closer scrutiny.

Conclusion
Since traditional seatwork seems to be an

instructional activity which does not reliably
enhance reading acquisition. we suggest that
educators consider the costs of providing seat-
work materials within their schools. We are
not suggesting that there is no place in the
classroom for seatwork activities which focus
on individual practice of reading skills and
strategies; nevertheless, we do believe that the
average cost of seatwork per second-grade
student across these schools was a high price
to pay for seatwork activities that typically are
not effective in fostering the acquisition of
reading.

In our view, current reading instruction
too often exhibits an enormous imbalance in
the array of literacy tasks presented. Too
much time is allocated to seatwork and too lit-
tle to the actual reading of stories, magazines,
and books. There are a variety of hypotheses
about why this occurs (Anuerson, 1984;
Shannon, 1989). We would ask, what is more
accessible in most schools an array of chil-
dren's books or an array of seatwork skills ma-
terials? Is it easier to get 25 copies of a classic
children's book or 25 copies of a skill sheet?
Until children's books are truly accessible as
instructional materials, we should not be sur-
prised to find they are infrequently part of the
instructional day (Fielding, Wilson. & Ander-
son, 1985).

To enhance the accessibility of children's
books and to address the current imbalance in
literacy instructional activities, we suggest
that the economic costs of current activities be
considered. We recommend that educators
follow (or adapt) the mathematical calcula-
tions outlined in Table I to determine a total
estimated cost of providing seatwork materials
in their schools. Then, we suggest that the
funds allocated for seatwork be reduced by
half, thereby providing additional funds for
purchasing materials which have been shown
to be effective in fostering reading achieve-
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ment. For instance, if the total seatwork costs
across these five schools were cut in half and
the residual money spent on tradebooks. these
schools would be able to purchase between 8
and 30 paperbacks per child. By doing so,
each school would be providing valuable ma-
terials to be used as independent or teacher-
directed activities for developing reading
abilities in children.

Furthermore, not only will funds become
available to support more authentic reading
activities, time will also become accessible.
That is, by reducing by half the number of tra-
ditional paper-and-pencil activities assigned
for seatwork. the amount of time allocated for
such activities could be freed for engaging
students in real readingan activity too fre-
quently omitted fom current reading instruc-
tional programs (Allington. 1977; Gambrell,
1984; Walmsley, 1988). Fielding. Wilson. and
Anderson (1985) suggest that while access to
children's books is a necessary beginning, ac-
cess alone is not enough. What is needed is
the integration of book reading into the in-
structional activities of the school day. Reallo-
cation of substantial portions of instructional
time from seatwork skill activities to trade-
book reading activities is one way to put read-
ing back in the reading instructional day.

If we value the reading of books. we will
incorporate books into our reading program.
We have been told too often it is an issue of
inadequate funds and inadequate time for
books. It is neither. Rather, it is an issue of
what we value. If we have no funds, nor time
for books in school, why should we expect
children to value reading or books, in school
or out?
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Beyond Worksheets Participant Handout 9

How can a teacher move beyond
worksheets?

STUDENTS
WORKING
TOGETHER

Cooperative Learning
Reciprocal Teaching
Peer Tutoring

PROJECTS THAT
LAST MORE THAN
ONE PERIOD

Week-long units
Theme-based instruction

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 9 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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Beyond Worksheets Participant Handout 10

ADVANTAGES OF COOPERATIVE GROUPWORK

Cooperative learning is an instructional approach that uses teanis of students of
varying achievement levels. Teams are rewarded on the basis of the improvement of
individual members. Used as part of an in-class Chapter 1 program, or in a pullout
setting, cooperative learning offers an effective alternative to seatwork.

Achievement:
Most studies comparing cooperative learning with traditional

classroom techniques show significantly greater achievement levels for students
in the cooperative learning groups. (NOTE: Methods lacking the individual
accountability feature, like Jigsaw and Learning Together, are less effective:
higher achieving students are not motivated to help their peers learn, they can just
do the work themselves.)

Students who take on the role of "explainers" benefit as well as the students they help.
Working in groups with low-achieving students has no negative impact on the

performance of high-achieving students.
There is some evidence of higher effect of cooperative learning on the achievement

levels of Black and Hispanic students.

Affective benefits
Compensatory education programs often isolate disadvantaged learners from their
peers, creating a cycle of stigma and low self esteem. Ability grouping can lead
to racial and social segregation.

The cooperative learning model offers a context for students to interact as equals across
racial, social, class and gender lines. It has been demonstrated that the interracial
friendships promoted by cooperative learning extends beyond the classroom, into
cafeteria seating patterns and playground patterns. Students involved in
cooperative learning are more likely to have fiendships outside their ethnic group.

Cooperative learning can lead to an atmosphere in which students support each other to
do well in school. Students have an interest in encouraging each other to do
homework, to come to class every day.

Other affective outcomes of
cooperative learning: (Slavin 1984)

More acceptance of
academically h
andicapped students

Students feel more liked by
others, more successful

Better class climate
Decrease in prejudice
Fewer contacts with police
Higher behavioral ratings
Students like school more
Students have more sense of

control over their own
fate

Studies report higher levels of:
altniism
time on task
self-esteem
self-acceptance
cooperation
independence
self-direction
confidence
content retention
problem-solving behavior
feel more successful
better attendance

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 10 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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Beyond Worksheets Participant Handout 11

Group Activity 1

Participants will work in groups of three. Within the groups, participants will take on
the roles of reporter, time-keeper and recorder.
Each participant will give examples of a cooperative groupwork technique with which
they have had some experience. The recorder will keep notes on the examples offered
The time-keeper will keep track of the time allotted to make sure that each participant
will have the same amount of time to talk. The reporter will be responsible for
communicating the group's examples to the workshop.

Name of cooperative groupwork method:

How did it work?

How were the groups formed?

How were the groups rewarded?

How was individual responsibility built in to this method?

What problems came up using this method?

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 11 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory



Beyond Worksheets Participant Handout 12

EXAMPLE 1: Student Team Learning

Students are divided into groups of five, each group having students of high, moderate
and low achievement.

After a teacher-directed lesson, students complete the worksheets as a group. They use
whatever means they can agree upon to master the material-discussing it in a
group, quizzing each other in pairs.

At the end of the unit, each student is tested individually on the material. Each student's
contribution to the team score is are based on how much they exceeded their past
quiz average.

EXAMPLE 2: Jigsaw

Teems of three to five students are formed, each team including students of varying
ability. The teacher presents a lesson, following which all students are given a
chapter or a unit to read.

Each student is designated as an "expert" on one aspect of the lesson. Experts in each
area from all teams meet for about thirty minutes in "expert groups" to discuss
their part of the topic in depth using worksheets that relate to that aspect of the
reading. Students return to their teams, taking turns explaining their area of
expertise to their team members.

Individual scores are based on a quiz on all aspects of the lesson; team scores are based
on individual improvement over their past average.

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 12 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory



Beyond Worksheets Participant Handout 13

EXAMPLE 3: Pairing

Students are put into pairs. Students in each pair take turns reading to each other,
predicting story endings, summarizing stories, responding to questions made up
by their partners, practicing spelling, decoding, and vocabulary.

Students can work in pairs for writing assignments, writing drafts, revising and editing
each other's work and publishing team books.

EXAMPLE 4: Team Assisted Individualization

using the Team Accelerated Instruction approach, students take a placement test that
determines their level.

Worksheets are provided for every level and students work at their own pace.
Teammates check each other's work using answer sheets. The final test for each
unit is scored by a student monitor. Each student contributes to the team score by
the number of units mastered each week.

This method is suited to mathematics, since many concepts depend on an understanding
of earlier ones. It allows students to proceed at their own pace, avoiding
boredom. With students performing the functions of managing materials and
checking work, the teacher is free to work with individual students or small
groups.

EXAMPLE 5: Teams-Games Tournaments

The teacher delivers instruction to the class as usual.

Students are divided into heterogenous teams.

Students with similar levels of past performance represent their teams in a weekly
tournament.

Tournament is composed of a series of games. At each game, three students with similar
levels of past performance, each from different teams, compete, using a list of
questions based on the academic material they have studied.

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 13 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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Social skills required for cooperative groupwork

TASK SKILLS

1. Agenda management
Setting an agenda
Sticking to an agenda
Managing time
Revising an agenda
Summarizing progress

2. Giving and receiving ideas
Setting an open atmosphere

Brainstorming
Forming a wish list
Communications skills

Active listening/ Paraphrasing
Relating tog to ideas, reactions of others
Asking for clarification
Maintaining eye contact

Conflict resolution
Checking for consensus

Seeking basics for lack of consensus
Expressing disagreement constructively
Polite, proactive disagreement
Seeking the higher level synthesis

Building on the best ideas
Evaluation of ideas
Analysis and synthesis

MAINTENANCE SKILLS

3. Encouraging and appreciating
Seeking participation by all
Processing feelings and attitudes
Appreciating individual differences

4. Guiding group process
Checking (forfor understanding, agreement, disagreement, paticipation)
Creating and assigning group roles and responsibilities (agenda keeper,
secretary, appreciator, checkor)

(Kagan, 1989)

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 14 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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Sample Reciprocal Reaching Dialog

Regions 6 and 7 R-TAC 16 Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
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Handout 16: Sample Reciprocal Teaching Dialog

Palinscar, Annemarie Sullivan. (1984.) Reciprocal Teaching: Working Within the
Zone of Proximal Development. Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the
American Educational Research Association (68th, New Orleans, LA, April
23-27, 1984),

Teacher:

Table 1

Sample Reciprocal Teaching Dialogue

The title of this story is Genius with Feathers. Let's have some
predictions. I will begin by guessing that this story will be about
birds that are very smart. Why do I say that?

SI: Because a genius is someone really smart.

Teacher: But why would I say "hirca that are very smart?"

S2: Because they have feathers.

Teacher: That's right. Birds are the only animals that have feathers. Let's
predict now the kind of information you might read about very
smart birds.

S3: What kinds of birds?

Teacher: Good one. What kinds would you guess are very smart?

S3: Parrots of blue jays.

Sl: A cockatoo like on Ilamila.

Teacher: What other information tunuld you want to know?

S: No response.

Teacher: I would like to know what these birds do that is so smart. Any
ideas?

S2: Some birds talk.

S4: They can fly.

Teacher: That's an interesting one. As smart as people are, they can't fly.
Well, let's read this first section now and see how many of our
predictions were right on. I will be the teacher for this one.



S2: That's a good part of it. The answer I wanted was how they relay
the message from one crow to the other crow.

Teacher: Summarize now.

S 1: This is about how crows have developed a system.

Teacher: Of what? You must include the whole main idea.

S 1: Of communication.

to

Teacher: That's right. The paragraph goes on to give examples of how they
use pitch and changes in interval but these are supporting details.
The main idea is that crows communicate through a relay system.
Jim?

S 1: Any clarifications?

S2: Does relay mean to transpose?

S 1: (Looks to teacher.)

Teacher: Well, to transpose means to change--like in music--I would
transpose a song by playing it higher or lower. To relay just means
to pass on. Like in a relay race the runners pass on a baton from
one person to another until the race is over. OK? Any more
clarifications?

S 1: I'm a little unclear about something in this paragraph.

Teacher: OK. What would that be?

S 1: I just want to make sure about being great mimics. Does that mean
that they're smart and they pick up things very quickly?

Teacher: That's part of it. Dave, what do you think a mimic is?

S2: Like imitate somebody else's voice, can imitate something.

S3: Like that one guy, what's him name on HBO, Rich Little.

Teacher: Rich Little does impersonations. He mimics or imitates not just
the person's voice but also the way they walk and what they say.
To mimic is to imitate or copy. That was a good point to clarify.
Jim?

S 1: My prediction is--

It says here that the crows can use their communication system to
play tricks, so maybe something about the tricks they play? I



(All read silently)

Teacher: My question is, "Who is the genius with feathers?"

S 1: Crows.

Teacher: That's right. So we were correct in our prediction that this would
be about birds but we didn't correctly guess which bird, did we?

My summary would be that these paragraphy describe the clever
things that crows do which make them seem quite intelligent. Is
there anything else I should add to my summary?

S 1: How they steal corn?

Teacher: Well now, that's a detail which described one of the ways in which
they are clever. For our summary we will not include these details.

I believe I found a word that needs clarification. What does
"resourceful" mean?

S: No response.

Teacher: If I say that you are a resourceful person, I mean that you are able
to deal with problems and difficulties easily. Being resourceful is
another way in which crows are intelligent. I would like to make a
prediction now. That last sentence says, "One major reason they
have mastered survival against heavy odds is their amazing
communication system." My prediction is that they will now
describe this communication system. How do you think crows
communicate with one another?

S: Caw-caw.

S: With a special song.

Teacher: Alright. Let's read on. Who will be the teacher fcr this section?

(1; (3gue which illustrates the student, Jim, leading the discussion
and ihe teacher providing corrective feedback.)

S 1 : Who do crows communicate with one another?

Teacher: Good question! You picked right up on our prediction that Lis is
about the way crows communicate. Whom do you choose to
answer your question?

S 1: Barb.

S2: Crows that built-in radar and a relay system.



would like Sue to be the next teacher.

Teacher: Excellent prediction. The last sentence of a paragraph often can
suggest what the next paragraph will be about. Good for you.



111/

DAXA:
TEXT:
Spinner's mate is much smaller than she, and his body is dull brown. He spends most of

his time setting at one side of her web.
13. S: (No question.)

14. T: What's this paragraph about?

15. S: Spinner's mate. How do spinner's male?

16. T: That's good. Keep going.

17. S: How do spinner's mate is smaller than...How am I going to say that?

18. T: Take your time with it. You want to ask a question about spinner's mate

and what he does, beginning with the work "how."

19. S: How do they spend most of his time sitting?

20. T: You're very close. The question would be, "How does spinner's mate

spend most of his time?" Now, ask it.

21. S: How does spinner's mate spend most of his time?
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Perhaps you are wondering where the lava and other volcanic products come from. Deep
within our earch there are pockets of molten rock called magma. Forced upward in part
by gas pressure, this molten rock continually tries to reach the surface. Eventuallyby
means of cracks in the crustal rocks or some similar zone of weakness--the magma may
break out of the ground. It then flows from the vent as lava, or spews skyward as dense
clouds of lava particles.
22. S: How does the pressure from below push the mass of hot rock against the

openings? Is that it?

23. T: Not quite. Start your question with, "What happens when?"

24. S: What happens when the pressure from below pushes the mass of hot rock
against the opening?

25. T: Good for you! Good job.

Day 11:
TEST:
Scientists also come to the South Pole to study the strange lights that glow overhead
during the Antarctic night. (It's a cold and lonely world for the few hardy people who
"winter over" the polar night.) These "southern lights" are caused by the Earth acting
like a magnet on electrical particles in the air. They are clues that may help us
understand the Earth's core and the upper edges of its blanket of air.
28. S: Why do scientists come to the south pole to study?

29. T: Excellent question! That is what this paragraph is all about.



Improvement of Question-Asking by a More Competent Seventh GradeStudent (Sara)
Dal:
TEXT:
HOW CAN SNAKES BE SO FLEXIBLE?

The snake's skeleton and parts of its body are very flexiblesomething like a rubber hose
with bones. A snake's backbone can have an many as 300 vertebrae, almost ten times as
many as a human's. These vertebrae are connected by looses and rubbery tissues that
allow easy movement. Because of his bendable, twistable spinal construction, a snake
can turn its body in ahnost any direction at almost any point.
1. S: Snake's backbones can have as many as 300 vertebraealmost times

as many as humans.

2. T; Not a bad beginning, but I would consider that a question about a detail.
Try to avoid "fill in the blank" questions. See if next time you can fine a
main idea question and begin your question with a question wordhow,
why, when....

Day 3:

TEXT:
There are snakes in nearly all parts of the world. Some snakes prefer warm, arid desert
areas. Others prefer leafy forests, fields, and woodlands. Some stay in areas near water
and are fine swimmers. Then there are several varieties that live all their lives in the sea.

0 3. S: Can snakes live their whole lives in seas? (Note: lifted directly from the
text segment, "some snakes live their whole lives under the sea.")

4. T: See if you can ask a question using your own words.

7,-,



TEXT:
The other kind of camel--the one with two humps--is the flu tan. Its home country is
the Gobe Desert of northeastern Asia. The Bactrial has shorter legs and longer wool than
the one-humped camel It also has stronger, more rugged feet. This is important because
instead of having sand to walk on, the Bactrian camels live in rough and rocky parts of
the world.
5. S: Where is the Bactrian found?

6. T: Good for you.

TEXT:
When most full-grown spiders want to travel, they have to walk on their eight legs. But
some small kinds of spiders, and many young ones, use an easier way. They climb up on
bushes, fence posts, or weed stems and spin streamers of silk. When the wind catches the
silk and blows it away, each spider tightly holds onto his own streamer. The silk
streamer carries him through the air if it were a parachute or a balloon.
7. S: I think I have another. When it's traveling, what do they compare the

spider to?

8. T: An interesting question.

Day 11:
The young caterpillar's first meal is its own eggshell. Then it eats a leaf and each day
eats more and more food. After a few days, the caterpillar becomes too large for its skin.
A new skin forms beneath the first one, the old skin somes open and, like a snake, the
caterpillar wriggles its way out of the split skin. Then the caterpillar goes on eating
leaves or other kinds of food. When the new skin becomes too tight for the growing
body, it again splits and comes off. By then the caterpillar is covered by another skin.
This eating and shedding goes on for several weeks. The old skin may be replaced by a
new one four or five times. Each time the skin is shed, the size and color of the
caterpillar change.
9. S: Why does the caterpillar's skin split?

10. T: Excellent question. That was the point of the entire paragraph.



Beyond Worksheets

Webbing Example

clay stuffed cooperativeif ......-40 reports

whale models\
idifferent whales

endangered at\ Research

Whale History

laws protecting

whaling

current past

Native Americans

legends

Participant Handout 17

songs & sounds

14:1141e Wa
ifs food

fife cycle

ALES

migratory paths# NAI1/4

interview maps
a whale

Measure

00/#
actual length N estimate

graph
compare to
other animals

scale

pattern books

(adapted from Griswold, 1987, Whale Lesson)
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Boynton Stream Project
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THE BOOK OF BOYNTON STREAMINTRODUCTION

We explored and studled the Boynton Stream during summer

scnool in uly. We measured a part of tne stream using

several measuring tools.

We found many types cf plants and some animals. Some of

us drew pictures of the blants or animals. We brought a lot

of blants inside and lcp,ed them up in the Field 3uide Books

to find out information about them.

We used a plant press to preserve the plants and we used

st,:n paper to photograph the plants.

During the three wee,s of the Ecc'co.,. Frojezt. we

learned alot about the subject. We read the news-caper and

fcund articles about ecclogy, especiaily disasters liLe oil

sdlls or forest fires. Then we mart:ed cn the world mad

where these disas,ers were.

We read abdut yario.us endangered species and made graphs

df their Populations. We played games abeut the environmen-L.

we c..id a guided imager, e::ercise about animals curing a

std-m. We wrote a let r journals about different

ezolov. topics.
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PLHNTS WE FOUr:D NEAR THE EOYNTON STREAM

* COMMON NAME * * SCIENTIFIC NAME *

APROAHEAD SAGITTARIA
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Draw3.n9 of Burdock

by Anton Callisto

Burdock found in

Bird Sanctuary

in Stewart Park

on Railroad tracks
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Amy Lee
07/11/90

I was a little bird living in the woods. It was such a

nice day. The sun was shining and the sky was blue.
"Good morning, sweethart. I am going to find something

to eat for you," said mother.
"Can I go with you. mother?"
"No, sweethart. You are too small."
"When can I go with you, mother? I want to look down

at the whole wood from the blue sky and lay on the big
beautiful flowers."

"When you are bigger and know how to fly, sweethart.
Wait for me. I'll come back soon and tell you what I see

outside. Bye."
"Bye. mother"
Mother waved to me and flew away. I was so interested

in the outside world. The squirrels were running up and
down the trees and throwing nuts to each other. It was so

much fun. I wanted to play with them but I needed to stay
home waiting for mother to come back.

All of a sudden, the dark heavy clouds covered the
whole sky. It started to rain immediately. The squirrels
were scared but their mother was coming to bring them home.

"Where are you, darling?" the squirrels' mother asked.
"We are here, mother."
"Let's go home. The summer storm is coming," said the

mother.
It was quiet, everybody was home with their mother.

where was my mother?
"Where are you, mother?" I shouted
Suddenly, the black dot came close from the sky. It

was mother.
"Mother, mother, mother." I shouted.
Mother was home. I felt warm with mother. The storm

won t hurt me. I was not scared anymore.
The storm was gone. The sun shone again. I was so

happy because mom told me I can learn to fly.
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A CUTE LITTLE SCRUB JAI

A little baby bird was abandoned by its mother and she

was all alone and scared. The baby bird was in a dangerous

place because people are cutting down trees to build houses.

They cut down the bird's tree and the baby bird fell on

the ground. A guy came by ard picked up the bird and kept

her as a pet.

When the bird grew up the guy noticed that the bird was

a female Scrub jay. (Some people call these birds a Scruff

The owner went to the pet store and got a male Scrub

jay.
He left the two birds alone. When he came baais he saw a

nest inside the :ire cage whion reant the blrds were acing

to have aables. After about three weels the babies hatohed.

He 3ot some worms from outsios for the mother bird to

give to the babies. After awhIle. when the babies were

older. :he man trained them to oa in oiro shows.

WOne it was their cnanaa to oo tne irC shcw, they

performed' their tricks. Feoole dion't think that tiros coulo

Pedal ales but these birds zoulC. Ever\ibody was so amazed.

When the act was done the ju.dc;eci announced their score

and every jud:ge e;:cept cne gaye them a lc). The other j%.,dge

gave them 9..

The owner ,s c happy t'-at he Lieed the priae mo-ev to

td/s for the diras and a 'ct cf food whenever -_-tev

wantec.

1.. hazci' , eyer a*ter.
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WILD STRAWBERRIES OF THE BOYNTON STREAM

Wild Strawberries are found

in fields and near water.

They grow In mid-summer

and they are smaller

! than their leaves

when they are full grown.

They are not poisonous.

You can eat them raw

or use them to make jam

or tea.

They have leaves that are toothed.

The flowers are round petaled

and on a separate branch

than the leaves.

Binaya Oja j()

from A r ield Gu

by Lee Allen Peterson



rzugu Ntombela

WWHEN WE WENT OUT SIDE.

It was a nice day to go out side and pick up flowers/plants.

Ron toe), all the people who wanted to go out side and pick

flowers.

the kind o4 flowers that we pick were called

duck weed. It a small green plant

We also ciped other Linds of flowers

We picked ...Ile grape

410 p a y lily

cattail

We .Cound a snapping turtle

but it was dead

We found it ne:.t to the read

by the st!-eam

Maybe It got -un over

It was a very big snapping tur7.1e

brown and nad claws

I liked t-e outside a lot
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The cat has a baby like a human but the cat has more babies

than a human. They take care of their babies like humans.

The cat eats rice, food, and mice.

They have long tails. When the cat wants to catch something

they have to use their claws. This kind of cat lives with

people. It is a black color.

cJi
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Leina Ye July 12.1990

Striped Skunks have white facial stripe, neck patch,

and V on back; mottle bushy tail. Their head and body are

about 15-19 ipches. They live In open forests, farmland,

bushy areas, and praries, usually near water.

When the skunk feels scared it will spray a bad smell.
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The water striders, taking advantange of surface

tension on water, stay on the sur-Face without breaking

through. They skate along with remarkable speed. The water

bugs are carnivorous. They eat other bugs. Water striders

are often seen in large numbers running over the surface

film of puiet ponds on long slender legs. I saw water

striders in the stream next to Boynton. There was a lot of

them, some were standing on too of the water, some were

skating along the stream.
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July 11.119') Eric Parker

I drew this oicture by the muddy stream near the railroad

tracks across Route 13 from Boynton. It is a maple tree

covered w:th Srape Ivy.
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ULY 10 1990

We have some animals that are found near a stream. Two of

our pets are not found around here but the others are all

from the woods or streams near here.

I have a rabbit, a guinea pig. I have a frog. My sister has

a salamander. My brother has another frog. We had a snake

before but mv mother didn't like it in the house. The

African frog and the guinea pig are the two pets that are

not from around here. We got the special frog from a friend

and we got the guinea pig from a pet store.

The frog eats a special food because the frog is an African

frog. Our friend gave us this frog but my brother's frog is

an American frog that he found in the woods. The American

frog eats insects that my brother finds. The food for the

African frog comes from the pet store. It has to eat three

little bottles in three days.

The rabbit is named Bobi. He and the guinea pig eat the same

thing. Bobi goes outside and eats grass. He can come in and

qo out by himself. The guinea pl.; stays in her cage because

she will run away if we let her outside.

We both love animals, especially snakes. When we grow up we

want to have a Boa Constrictor. Once. Susanna held a Eioa on

ner shoulder. The Boa eats live rats and mice.

u.sck.nc, Eat t'rCi ana. ga.thA.
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Chicory

Cicuorium Intybus

bv Patty Lee

Chicory is aso called succory. It's a oomular wild

flower in Eurobe aro America. Chicory's flower can be blue.

white, or rose-colcred flower. The leaves are long, marrow1

and have coarse teeth on their margins. Young chicory

leaves can use to make salad. Old chicory leaves can be

boiled ano _Ise as ccoi.ed vegetable.
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GOLDEN ALEXANDER

* People call it

the Meadow Parsnip.
* They can be found in
all the United States.
* They are also found
in meadows, swamps
and along streams.
* They can grow up to

3 feet high.
* This plant blossoms
in July and June.

Lykeesa Jones
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Tran July 11.1990

MY LIFE AS A DOG

One day mv friends and I were going out to the

Park. The day was very hot. We were taking a walk. Suddenly
_

it started to rain and I looked around me and all of mv

friends were gone and I was so scared.

The rain ..4as getting harder and heavier. I tried to find

a Place to stay dry. But I couldn't find any place to go.

After that I saw a bush. I thought the bush was okay but I

didn't know what was inside of it.

I sal= to mysel4 there is r= other place to go. So I

11110

tarted to go Inside but I was scared. But I had to go in

before the storm came. I got ir before the storm came.

I was so nacmy to be insias the bush Pecause the storm

was so hard and the thunder was so loud.

After that, the storm stopceo and I went home. I saw mv

frienas .Nere blaying and I was so mad because they left

alone OurIng the storm.
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SANDRA OHADIKE JULY 12.1990

The American goldfinch is a well known bird.This

well-known bird occurs throughout the United States mainly

in S.Canada to S.Baja California.The American goldfinch

breeds in the north and winters in the south.

The male goldfinch has a seasonal change of plumage.In

the breeding season it mainly turns black and yellow.

During winter it turns olive geen like the female goldfinch,

but retains the white in the wings. In size it is c bit

smaller than the European Goldfinch. It has a song rather

like that of a canary.It is now protected in America. It is

seldom seen in aviaries.It feeds on seeds,weeds and patches

of thistle.
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f ton streams are beautiful.
'nev have lots of flowers

plants
and weeds

eside them.

Zioynton Streams have animals
in and beside them.

The Boynton Streams1n1
are wonderful!

Tony Brown
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